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I. INTRODUCTION

In a crime analytics bureau, a police officer logs in to see what alerts have been posted by social media software designed to spot potential threats within the billions of daily online tweets, pins, likes, and posts. On the street, a police officer uses his body-worn camera to scan a crowd; the feed is sent in real time back to the department where facial recognition and movement analysis software alerts the patrol officer as to whether furtive movements or people on watch lists have been identified. Police follow up on these alerts to identify people who should be immediately investigated. Other people are dismissed as not posing an immediate threat but are logged on watch lists for future reference. No police department has all of this technological ability today, but some will one day soon.1 There is no question that this version of big data policing is on the cusp of wider adoption,2 and it raises key questions about fundamental issues of police discretion and accountability.

Whether the police identify a person and choose to investigate him for suspected criminal activity is a decision largely left up to the police. The decisional freedom3 to focus police attention on a particular person or persons rather than others—what I’ll call “surveillance discretion”4—is a widely accepted means of investigation. Law enforcement would be unimaginable without it. This task of filtering—identifying suspects from the general population—exemplifies traditional police work. Police officers usually generate leads by focusing their attention on particular suspects through observation, questioning, and information conveyed by witnesses, victims, or other third parties.

New technologies have altered surveillance discretion by lowering its costs and increasing the capabilities of the police to identify suspicious persons. Furthermore, soon it will be feasible and affordable for the government
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3 Thanks to Jane Bambauer for this phrase.

to record, store, and analyze nearly everything people do.\(^5\) The police will rely on alerts generated by computer programs that sift through the massive quantities of available information for patterns of suspicious activity. The selection of investigative targets that emerge from big data rather than from traditional human investigation represents an important expansion in the powers of the police. That expansion, in turn, calls out for new tools of police accountability.

These “big data” tools produce dramatically different ways of identifying suspects. By applying computer analytics to very large collections of digitized data,\(^6\) law enforcement agencies can identify suspicious persons and activities on a massive scale.\(^7\) While these tools are useful in tracking down evidence of past crimes, big data also provides the police with new capabilities to identify ongoing and future threats. The Department of Homeland Security uses computer analytics to identify suspicious Twitter feeds that include words such as “bomb” or “listeria.”\(^8\) Police departments in Santa Cruz (CA), Seattle, and New York City are experimenting with predictive policing software to identify geographic places where crime is likely to take place.\(^9\) One day the police nationwide may use location-based tweets to inform those same predictions.\(^10\) The Chicago Police Department already

---


\(^7\) Here big data refers to any application of any type of computer analytics to large sets of digitized data. Somewhat confusingly, the legal and popular scholarship interchangeably uses similar and overlapping terms in this area, such as data mining, databasing, machine learning, and artificial intelligence. See Michael Rich, Machine Learning, Automated Suspicion Algorithms, and the Fourth Amendment, U. Pa. L. Rev. (forthcoming) (manuscript at 8), http://ssrn.com/abstract=2593795 [http://perma.cc/D8UA-ZFT3]. For instance, in his thorough analysis of how big data will change the reasonable suspicion calculus, Andrew Guthrie Ferguson uses big data to mean extremely large quantities of data, with or without data analytics. See Ferguson, supra note 2 (“Big data refers to the accumulation and analysis of unusually large data sets.”).


uses big data tools to identify high risk persons based on the strength of a person’s social networks: a technique borrowed from the military’s analysis of insurgent groups.\textsuperscript{11} These are not investigations about already identified suspects or crimes,\textsuperscript{12} but rather the identification of potentially suspicious persons, places, and events.

The exercise of surveillance discretion in traditional policing attracts little attention from judges or legal scholars. Why? The answer is likely because 1) we assume that the police should possess such powers, and 2) even if theoretically worrisome, surveillance discretion is a power greatly limited in practice. After all, police investigations typically only focus on a limited number of persons because of practical limitations imposed by resources and technology. But those assumptions will become outdated when the police possess the tools to exercise automated surveillance discretion on a massive scale.

While the details leaked by Edward Snowden about the mass surveillance programs of the NSA are widely known, less familiar are the growing technological capabilities of local police departments. Yet these emerging technologies raise important questions about the expanded surveillance discretion of the more than 17,000 state and local police departments that assume primary responsibility for law enforcement in the United States.\textsuperscript{13}

This expansion of surveillance discretion raises important legal and policy questions with regard to police oversight. In the traditional model of police investigation, the police may decide, after some initial investigation, to target a specific person or persons for further scrutiny. The Supreme Court’s decisions make clear that the Fourth Amendment has little regulatory power over this discretionary process.\textsuperscript{14} Unlike arrests or wiretaps, the decision to focus police attention on a particular person, without more, is unlikely to be considered a Fourth Amendment event. Thus, the police are not required to demonstrate probable cause or reasonable suspicion\textsuperscript{15}—the usual standards of individualized suspicion—to decide whether to conduct surveillance on an individual.


\textsuperscript{12} This might be considered “suspect-driven” and “crime-out” uses of big data. Jane Bambauer, The Lost Nuance of Big Data Policing, 94 Tex. L. Rev. (forthcoming 2015) (manuscript at 3, 27) (on file with author) (explaining that “crime-out investigations study clues from an already-committed crime” and arguing that warrants should be required for suspect-driven big data searches, but not crime-driven searches).


\textsuperscript{14} See, e.g., United States v. Wallace, 811 F. Supp. 2d 1265, 1272 (S.D. W. Va. 2011) (“There is no constitutional prohibition against law enforcement watching, or following, particular individuals in high-crime areas.”).

\textsuperscript{15} See, e.g., Safford Unified School Dist. No. 1 v. Redding, 557 U.S. 364, 370 (2009) (noting the Fourth Amendment “generally requires a law enforcement officer to have probable cause for conducting a search”); Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 20 (1968) (noting that “police
Surprisingly, there is little discussion of these decisions that the police make about individuals before any search, detention, or arrest takes place. Rather, current unresolved issues of police technology have focused on whether a particular use is a Fourth Amendment search requiring a warrant and probable cause. Whether such constitutional requirements apply to the collection of historical cell site data is one such example. Courts around the country have disagreed about whether these situations implicate Fourth Amendment protections, and it may take years for the United States Supreme Court to resolve these disputes.

And while the enforcement discretion of police and prosecutors—whether to enforce the law against a particular defendant or not—is a familiar topic in legal scholarship, surveillance discretion—when, how, and whether the police may target a person or persons in the initial phases of governmental investigation—does not attract the same attention. Little scholarship has addressed when and how people should be considered targets for police surveillance in the first place—even if the police do nothing but watch closely. Some attention has already been paid to the use of big data by the police, such as with predictive policing software, but it addresses an important but familiar line drawing problem: whether decisions made by software can help justify conventional Fourth Amendment activities like stop-and-frisks.

Surveillance discretion addresses the power of the police at an earlier stage: when the police focus on persons suspected of ongoing or future criminal activity but before any intervention takes place. This preliminary investigative power is essential, since police need to possess some legal means to develop the required Fourth Amendment standard of individualized suspicion for a later search or seizure.

must, whenever practicable, obtain advance judicial approval of searches and seizures through the warrant procedure”).

Of course, some of the scholarship in this area argues that some collections of data should in fact qualify as Fourth Amendment searches. See, e.g., Jace C. Gatewood, District of Columbia Jones and the Mosaic Theory—In Search of a Public Right of Privacy: The Equilibrium Effect of the Mosaic Theory, 92 Neb. L. Rev. 504 (2014).

See, e.g., United States v. Graham, 796 F.3d 332 (4th Cir. 2015) (requiring a warrant); United States v. Davis, 785 F.3d 498 (11th Cir. 2015) (not requiring warrant).


See, e.g., Ferguson, supra note 2.

When defined this way, surveillance discretion does not focus on the use of big data to determine suspects in completed crimes, or to determine relevant information about one particular suspect in a completed crime. These types of suspect-driven investigations raise their own important questions, as recent cases involving challenges to warrantless searches of historical cell site data have shown.

See, e.g., Christopher Slobogin, Making the Most of United States v. Jones in a Surveillance Society: a Statutory Implementation of Mosaic Theory, 8 Duke J. Const. L. & Pub. Pol’y 1, 13 (2012); Bambauer, supra note 12 (manuscript at 9) (arguing that police need some way to build up suspicion about a suspect, and keeping every last third party record off limits until the case progresses to probable cause would unacceptably frustrate investigations); Orin S. Kerr, The Mosaic Theory of the Fourth Amendment, 111 Mich. L. Rev. 311, 328 (2012)
tion usually receives little attention because it is not typically considered activity reached by the Fourth Amendment at all.22

Yet this new expansion of surveillance discretion by big data presents an underappreciated challenge to our usual thinking about police regulation.23 How the police will use big data tools, particularly in future-oriented ways, is as pressing an issue of police accountability as individual officer bias, excessive force, and other pressing issues currently the topic of public debate. Unlike a police brutality case captured on a cellphone video, however, expanded police power by means of big data is difficult for most of the public to see and understand. Such secrecy and opacity calls for new tools of accountability.

II. HOW BIG DATA EXPANDS SURVEILLANCE DISCRETION

Big data will revolutionize the surveillance discretion of the police.24 By allowing the identification of large numbers of suspicious activities and people by sifting through large quantities of digitized data, big data expands the surveillance discretion of the police.

Of course, the use of big data is not the first time the police have focused on numbers, information, or record-keeping. Accurate documentation of crime and criminals has been a concern that reaches back to the nineteenth century and the invention of the Bertillonage system.25 As they became more professional and bureaucratic, police of the twentieth century have sometimes been described as “knowledge workers” for whom information processing, rather than crime control, is a primary focus.26 Even in their crime control capacities, large urban police departments in the 1990s had already turned toward data-driven or intelligence-based policing styles, of which the most famous is the N.Y.P.D’s Compstat system.27 The use of big

("The repeated use of nonsearch techniques has been considered an essential way to create probable cause that justifies searches rather than an unlawful search itself.").

23 Some scholars are cautiously optimistic about big data policing tools. See, e.g., Bambauer, supra note 12 (manuscript at 11) (“However, criminal procedure scholarship has not yet acknowledged how automated searching and filtering can dramatically change criminal investigations, largely (though not exclusively) for the better.”).
24 While there is no single definition of big data, most commentators agree that the term refers to the application of artificial intelligence to large amounts of digital information. See Lohr, supra note 6.
25 See Simon A. Cole, Suspect Identities 32–59 (2001). Alphonse Bertillon, who in the late nineteenth century developed a method to index offenders based on physical measurements and observations, introduced the “first modern system of criminal identification.” Id. at 32.
27 Compstat is a “performance management system that is used to reduce crime and achieve other police department goals” that typically includes “(1) Timely and accurate information or intelligence; (2) Rapid deployment of resources; (3) Effective tactics; and (4) Relentless follow-up.” See Police Executive Research Forum, Bureau of Justice Assistance, COMPSTAT: ITS ORIGINS, EVOLUTION, AND FUTURE IN LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES 2 (2013), https://www.bja.gov/Publications/PERF-Compstat.pdf [https://perma.cc/8NJL-
data, then, accelerates and magnifies trends that until now had been slowly moving toward a heavier reliance on information and computers—with a specific emphasis on data analytics.

Understanding how expanded surveillance discretion should be regulated requires both an understanding of the big data phenomenon and how it has begun to influence policing.

A. What is Big Data?

The amount of data in big data almost defies comprehension. Nearly all of the world’s stored information today is digital, and we are surpassing existing mathematical terms to quantify it. The types of information that are now digitized include ones that once existed in analog format (books, phone call logs, retail purchases) as well as new kinds of information made possible by today’s technologies (internet searches, social media posts, data from the Internet of Things). The Library of Congress, which has archived every Twitter tweet since 2010, receives about half a billion per day. Every day, some of Facebook’s 1.15 billion users upload more than 350 million photos to its website. And digitization alters the nature of the information itself. Information that can be digitized can also be collected, searched, quantified, compared, assessed, and endlessly repurposed. Most people know this is true from the automated suggestions they have encountered on services like Facebook, Netflix, and Amazon.
Apart from its quantity, big data provides a very different way of understanding and probing the world of information. Consider how big data has altered conventional research. If traditional scientific research begins with a question and then uses that hypothesis to identify and collect the appropriate data, big data upends that practice. Because data is being generated all of the time, researchers working with big data do not have to shape or limit their data collection. Nor do they need to begin with a question. Indeed, the question can arise from the data itself. This is why, for example, the constant stream of posted tweets on Twitter can generate data and insights for meteorologists, advertisers, and epidemiologists.

That insight has implications for the surveillance discretion of the police as well. Just as questions may emerge from the data for the purposes of research, suspects can emerge from the data for purposes of investigation. These suspicious persons and activities can appear even if police do not seek a particular person for a particular crime. Nor do they need to begin the collection of data, if data is already being collected all of the time.

Moreover, the search for causality—a primary objective in scientific research—is rendered unnecessary by big data, since correlations found on a mass scale can be just as, if not more, useful than attempts to find causes. That is why, for example, Google’s identification of the forty-five search terms most strongly correlated with historical flu data held the promise of predicting future outbreaks, even if they provided correlations rather than causes. In the big data world, “knowing what is often good enough” rather than why. In criminal investigations, it may not be necessary to know why certain patterns of driving, purchasing, or movement are associated with crime if the police can claim a high correlation between the two. A high degree of correlation itself might provide justification for heightened police attention.

8CZ2-R647 (“Almost every major retailer, from grocery chains to investment banks to the U.S. Postal Service, has a ‘predictive analytics’ department . . . .”).
36 MAYER-SCHÖNBERGER & CUKIER, supra note 33, at 61 (“In a small-data world, because so little data tended to be available, both causal investigations and correlation analysis began with a hypothesis, which was then tested to be either falsified or verified . . . . Today, with so much data around and more to come, such hypotheses are no longer crucial for correlational analysis.”).
38 See MAYER-SCHÖNBERGER & CUKIER, supra note 33, at 61.
40 MAYER-SCHÖNBERGER & CUKIER, supra note 33, at 59 (emphasis in original).
B. How Big Data Expands Surveillance Discretion

Like marketers, health care professionals, and traffic controllers, police departments have begun to test and adopt the tools of big data. These approaches hold the potential to change many aspects of traditional policing, including surveillance discretion. Three examples illustrate the range of big data tools already in preliminary use or under consideration by police departments.

The first is the use of automatic license plate readers (sometimes also referred to as “ALPR” or “ANPR”) by the police. While the police have used cameras to take pictures of car license plates since the 1970s, ALPR technology is especially notable today because it has become inexpensive, sophisticated, and increasingly pervasive. ALPR systems use cameras mounted on patrol cars or at fixed locations and data analytics to identify license plate numbers. These devices can read up to fifty license plates per second, and typically record the date, time, and GPS location of every scanned plate. ALPR systems then read the scans and compare them against a “hot list,” which contains license plate data for information such as stolen cars, parking violations, and terrorist watch lists. One city even has used ALPR scans to detect those with delinquent property taxes. The use of multiple cameras at multiple times makes it possible to see where and when one car (and presumably the person registered as the owner) moves around in time and space. Far from a specialized surveillance technique, ALPR cameras are used by the vast majority of police departments around the country.

41 See, e.g., N.Y STATE DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES, SUGGESTED GUIDELINES: OPERATION OF LICENSE PLATE READER TECHNOLOGY 5 (Jan. 2011), [http://www.criminaljustice.ny.gov/ofpa/pdfs/documents/finalguidelines01272011a.pdf] (describing how early technology could capture a picture of a license plate and vehicle with the date and time. Upon retrieving the plate number after searching hours of captured images, the plate number could then be manually searched against a database. This technology was time consuming, expensive and limited by lighting and weather conditions.).

42 See id. at 11.

43 See id. at 7.

44 See id. at 5.

45 See id. at 11.


A recent investigation by the news outlet *Ars Technica* shows the extent of information that can be captured by a single police department’s ALPR system. Responding to a public records request, the police department of Oakland, California released 4.6 million scans of 1.1 million unique plates representing three years’ worth of ALPR data. While most vehicles in the data set only appeared a few times, some notable exceptions illustrate how much information ALPR scans can reveal. One car was recorded 459 times over two years. *Ars Technica*, with the help of a data analyst, was able to make “educated guesses” about the habits and addresses of those identified through their locational data.

In addition to the scans taken directly by cameras operated by the police themselves, private databases of billions of ALPR scans provide the police with another source of surveillance data. Private ALPR cameras are now a routine tool of “repo men”: repossession agents with truck-mounted ALPR cameras that can scan up to 8,000 plates a day and compare them against bank default lists. These ALPR databases are available both for private and public customers, including law enforcement agencies. In March 2015, the New York Police Department announced a proposed contract with Vigilant Solutions, one of the largest ALPR companies in the United States, with a reported database of 2.2 billion scans.

These ALPR readers can function as time machines to investigate already completed crimes. For instance, Vigilant Solutions demonstrates in a YouTube video how the police, in a hypothetical homicide investigation, can identify ALPR scans with a specified set of spatial and temporal parameters to see which cars (and registered drivers) have passed through the area and may serve as potential suspects. Similarly, ALPR data can be used to track an individual person through time and space to determine his whereabouts (to check an alibi, to investigate a lead, etc.).

But ALPR data can expand surveillance discretion further to identify as yet unknown patterns of suspicious activity. Geo-fencing involves the designation of a specific geographical area that can be circumscribed with an

---

49 Id.
50 See id.
51 Id.
ALPR “virtual fence” that identifies every car that enters that zone. Consider, for example, a program that would identify suspicious patterns of activity, such as repeated visits by individual drivers to a location associated with drug trafficking.

A second use of big data is the collection and analysis of social media data. While many police departments polled state they monitor social media, these uses usually take the form of individual officers personally searching or using social media sites. The Los Angeles Police Department, for instance, reportedly directs forty officers for this purpose. Human monitoring of social media can include discrete searches for threatening words, suspects, and gangs. In other cases, the police might find information through social media by “friending” suspected criminals and learning information through online posts. But such uses of social media are limited. Individual officers cannot search for every conceivable variation of suspicious language, and social connections with suspects online require identifying them in the first place.

Instead of relying on human beings, a big data approach looks through all, or nearly all, of the available data and uses computer algorithms to identify suspicious patterns of activity or to reveal previously unknown links among criminal suspects. That is the premise of a number of commercial software products now marketed to police departments. Social Media Monitor is a “cloud-based service [that] will watch social networks” for suspicious activities. Applying language analytics and sentiment analysis to services like Twitter and Facebook, Social Media Monitor claims to warn law enforcement clients of ongoing or potential threats of violence. Another software product, Intrado’s Beware, promotes itself as a “tool to help first responders understand the nature of the environment they may encounter during the window of a 9-1-1 event.” Beware does so by assigning a “threat rating” to a person based on an analysis of billions of commercial

---

55 ACLU, supra note 47.
57 Chan & Dobuzinski, supra note 1.
59 Cf. BIG DATA AND PRIVACY, supra note 30, at 24 (“Analytics is what creates the new value in big datasets, vastly more than the sum of the values of the parts.”).
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and public records. The *Beware* algorithm sorts through both information already familiar to the police (like registered cars and rap sheets) and novel (like ‘residents’ online comments, social media and recent purchases for warning signs’).

A third example of expanded surveillance discretion is the use of social network analysis by police to identify suspicious or vulnerable individuals. Social networks refer to a set of personal connections among a group of people. The basic unit of analysis in social network analysis consists of the link between two people. The ties (relationships) between nodes (people) can take many forms: drug transactions, phone calls, or physical contacts between victims and offenders. Based on mathematical modeling, social network analysis maps a particular groups of relationships. Most importantly, the approach identifies the relative importance or centrality of nodes (individuals): “their importance to the criminal system, role, level of activity, control over the flow of information, and relationships.”

Social network algorithms developed for law enforcement purposes by private companies promise to identify non-obvious relationships in known criminal associations. While the police might know the leadership of a criminal gang, they may not know others who “ha[ve] the most influence in a gang, or who transmit[ ] the most information in the fastest amount of time.” This information can then be used by the police to focus their attentions on particular individuals that may have escaped police attention through conventional surveillance.

The aggressive use of social network analysis by the Chicago Police Department is illustrative. Beginning in 2012, the Chicago police have relied upon the use of network analysis to direct preventive policing measures. Beginning with the identification of the sixty known gangs and 600
factions within the city, the Chicago police then map out these relationships to identify both positive and negative connections among groups and individual members.\textsuperscript{70} The name of a shooting victim, for instance, might trigger a computer warning to the police that four individuals should be treated with suspicion, not because of anything they did, but because they are known gang members feuding with the victim’s gang.\textsuperscript{71} In addition, another notification might alert the police of eight potential members of the victim’s own gang who might be at risk of turning to violence in retaliation.\textsuperscript{72} No traditional physical evidence links these persons to the actual shooting, but social network analysis predicts future violence associated with them, and thus directs police resources and attention.

The Chicago Police Department uses a “heat list” to focus its preventive policing efforts. This heat list is based upon research that found that those with close social ties to a homicide victim were 100 times more likely to be involved as a future victim or perpetrator of violence. In response, the Chicago police piloted a program in 2013 to identify these persons at high risk for future violence.\textsuperscript{73} A computer analysis weights risk factors: some that are not especially surprising, such as a person’s rap sheet, his warrant or parole status, weapons or drug arrests, but also some that are, including a person’s acquaintances and the arrest records and possible violent victimization of those socially connected to the person.\textsuperscript{74} The approximately 400 people who emerge from the analysis with the highest scores constitute the heat list: a group targeted for the Chicago Police Department’s Custom Notifications program.\textsuperscript{75}

Being on the heat list results in a personal home visit from a Chicago Police officer, who warns the person of the legal consequences that will result if he engages in criminal activity.\textsuperscript{76} Those on the list are also told that they are also at a high risk for becoming victims, not just perpetrators, of future violence.\textsuperscript{77} Those who receive these “custom notifications” are not always obvious perpetrators of violence. They might be people who have otherwise escaped police notice because of an absence of serious convictions or a long rap sheet.\textsuperscript{78} Moreover, it may be a social connection with a homicide victim that increases their risk rating.\textsuperscript{79}

\textsuperscript{70} Id.
\textsuperscript{71} See id.
\textsuperscript{72} See id.
\textsuperscript{73} See Garry F. McCarthy, Custom Notifications in Chicago - Pilot Program D13-09, CHICAGO POLICE DEPT, http://directives.chicagopolice.org/directives-mobile/data/67a57bf0-13fa59ed-26113-fa63-2e1d0=10bb60b9ae.html [http://perma.cc/M74N-D9L7].
\textsuperscript{77} See McCarthy, supra note 73.
\textsuperscript{76} See Gorner, supra note 74.
\textsuperscript{77} See id.
\textsuperscript{78} See id.
\textsuperscript{79} These are not the only uses of network analysis by the Chicago Police. For further discussion, see Jennifer Margolis & DaWana Williamson, Notes from the Field: Chicago Vio-
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License plate readers, network software, and social media are not the only way the police use big data in intelligence or to predict suspicious activity. Predictive policing models that attempt to focus police attention to locations where crime is likely to occur in the future are already in use. Moreover, some of these tools may be used in combination. License plate recognition tied with network analysis might be used to find cars associated in time and space with a car of primary interest to the police.

C. How the New Surveillance Discretion is Different

Surveillance discretion isn’t new, but with big data tools the police have greatly expanded powers. This section examines what is distinct about the new surveillance discretion, as well as its potential benefits and concerns.

1. Characteristics

Innocent data aggregated to suspicious big data: Big data tools permit the police to sift through vast amounts of data that have no obvious connections to crime but through computer assisted analysis may suggest criminally suspicious activity. This is similar to traditional surveillance discretion; courts have permitted police to conduct stops based on facts that would not seem suspicious to us at all. Yet it is different, vastly different, in scale.

Mining social connections: Whether social connections can be plotted on a map, through online postings, or through social network analysis, big data tools allow law enforcement agencies to collect, aggregate, and analyze social connections using tailored algorithms. Rather than a specialized human skill, mining social connections might one day be an ordinary aspect of local police departments.

From active investigations to passive alerts: The traditional methods the police use to identify or predict ongoing or future crimes require time and effort. The process is by necessity inefficient; by deciding to focus on some individuals, the police miss other opportunities. More generally, decisions to focus human resources on some kinds of suspicious activity rather than others reflect enforcement priority decisions that all law enforcement agencies must make.

\[\textit{Occupancy Reduction Strategy: Applications of Social Network Analysis, National Network for Safe Communities, \url{http://nnscommunities.org/uploads/Chicago_VRS_SNA_Notes_from_the_Field_0505_FINAL.pdf} (discussing network analysis to identify gang members for “call-ins”).}\]

\[80\text{ See, e.g., Joh, supra note 4; Andrew Guthrie Ferguson, Predictive Policing and Reasonable Suspicion, 62 Emory L. J. 259 (2012).}\]

Automating the suspicion analysis—in whole or in part—could dramatically change policing. Some information that previously would not have been known to individual officers, either because it was unknown or because it would have been too cumbersome to retrieve quickly, becomes part of the investigations process. Big data might also bring new and unexpected insights about criminal behavior.82 The scale of automation also widens the scope of surveillance over many more potentially suspicious persons.

2. Potential Benefits

**Diminishing troubling uses of discretion:** Big data tools, at least in theory, promise to introduce more fairness into surveillance discretion. Traditional policing relies upon an officer’s ability to identify suspicious behavior. But because “nothing is inherently suspicious,”83 conventional police decisions are normative judgments that are highly dependent on subjective considerations, and sometimes improper ones.84 How police identify suspicious people thus sometimes reflects stereotypes about race and class, particularly about young African American men in economically depressed neighborhoods. After all, the police, like the rest of us, are “cognitive misers” who rely upon shortcuts to process the world around most efficiently.85 Discretion also plays a role in departmental as well as individual decisions. Departments set priorities on whether to focus on prostitution and drugs sales on the streets, for instance, rather than within private spaces.86

Big data tools could curb police discretion in two ways. First, algorithms that search for suspicious activity could greatly reduce or eliminate race- or class-based biases for which the police are often criticized (although this too may hide hidden problems).87 Second, certain crimes that may be especially amenable to big data policing, particularly white-collar financial fraud, may lead to more equitable distribution of law enforcement resources.88

**Alternatives to flawed investigative tools:** Increasing reliance on big data tools might one day eclipse the use of traditional surveillance and inves-

---

82 See Ferguson, supra note 2, at 395–96 (suggesting that police track sales commonly used in crimes).
84 Perhaps police suspicion can be best understood as a process generated from the exigencies of the moment rather than a fixed set of objective criteria. See David Dixon et al., *Reality and Rules in the Construction and Regulation of Police Suspicion*, 17 INT’L J. SOC. L. 185, 185 (1989).
87 See infra Part III.C.
88 Law professors Jane Bambauer and Andrew Ferguson both contend that big data could make law enforcement more equitable. See Bambauer, supra note 12 (manuscript at 34); Ferguson, supra note 2.
tigation methods that have received significant criticism. Consider police reliance on informants.\textsuperscript{89} When police rely on one or a few people to identify suspects, the results are necessarily skewed. Informants only identify people they know, from the neighborhoods they know. Informant culture then plays a key role in reproducing racial disparities within the criminal justice system.\textsuperscript{90} Rather than rely on the usual suspects or the usual neighborhoods, big data programs search through all available information for future or ongoing crimes.\textsuperscript{91}

Big data tools might also supplant some needs for covert policing in the physical world. Undercover operations are justified as a “dirty but necessary” business because without them, many types of crimes could not otherwise be investigated.\textsuperscript{92} Big data tools may provide an alternative. White collar crime, for instance, is now difficult to identify without undercover investigations (and informants). However, with a computer program that can scan the enormous quantities of securities trading data for patterns of potential insider trading,\textsuperscript{93} law enforcement officials may be able to rely less on covert operations, often criticized for their secrecy and implementation. Alternatively, though, the police may simply use big data tools in addition to covert tactics they adopt online.\textsuperscript{94}

Production of data: Big data policing will produce information capable of audits and third party examination—a stark contrast from conventional surveillance. Fourth Amendment law requires police to provide specific articulable facts to justify stops and arrests.\textsuperscript{95} These reasons are usually a mix of experience and observation. To make matters more difficult, the police feel pressure to conform their justifications to requirements about legally sufficient reasons that will hold up in court if challenged. Yet the complete explanation for what motivates a stop is likely unknowable, even to the officer himself. What stands out in an officer’s mind as suspicious is the product of an “idiosyncratic, unaccountable, unknowable personal algorithm.”\textsuperscript{96}

Moreover, in its Fourth Amendment decisions, the Supreme Court has

\textsuperscript{89} For an incisive critique of police informant use, see Alexandra Natapoff, \textit{Snitching: The Institutional and Communal Consequences}, 73 U. Cin. L. Rev. 645 (2004).

\textsuperscript{90} Id.

\textsuperscript{91} Cf. Bambauer, \textit{supra} note 12 (manuscript at 3) (arguing that “crime-out” search “constrains police discretion and limits the grip of confirmation bias”).


\textsuperscript{95} See Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 21 (1968).

\textsuperscript{96} Bambauer, \textit{supra} note 12 (manuscript at 36).
shown little interest in subjecting the internal decision-making processes of police officers to any real scrutiny.97

3. Potential Concerns

Old problems in new packages: How, whether, and when the police use their legal authority to make choices poses a basic challenge for democratic policing. Law enforcement is impossible without giving the police choices, yet delegating the police discretion raises questions about fair-minded law enforcement in a democratic society.98 Compounding our discomfort with police discretion is the fact that police are notoriously secretive, not just about their discretion but about nearly everything.99 In theory, the increasing use of computers and numbers might force policing practices to be more transparent and accountable. Yet powerful big data tools can operate secretly and without public awareness in ways that cases of street police brutality cannot.

Hidden discretion: By applying data analytics to digitized information, big data tools appear to provide an objective analysis of information. But discretionary human decisions can play an important role in big data in ways that may not be obvious. First, very basic decisions about big data tools involve discretion: which mathematical model to adopt, what data to use, and how to display that data, among other considerations.100 Second, police departments will make choices about how and where to apply big data tools; these are discretionary decisions similar to how departments deploy human resources. Predictive policing software, already in use by some police departments, focuses heavily on property crimes because its predictions about other crimes are not as accurate.101

The information used by big data tools may also be products of hidden police discretion.102 Arrest information, at least for minor offenses, reflects highly discretionary decisions. If arrest records are used in an analysis to focus police resources, this can lead to further discretionary arrest patterns against the same neighborhoods and people. Even more reflective of police discretion are field interview cards: information officers collect about people

they encounter on the street for consensual, information-producing conversations. Contact cards are unlikely to have an even or random distribution. Once transformed into data, this information can appear neutral and objective, even though they are the products of individual discretionary decisions. Moreover these highly discretionary decisions can be further influenced by other ones, such as departmental pressures to produce contact cards, or by metrics that assess officer productivity through consensual contacts, stops, and arrests.

Clerical mistakes and errors: In the dystopian 1985 movie Brazil, the plot centers on a kind of big data mistake: a clerical error leads to the government detention and death of a Mr. Buttle, instead of the intended target, a Mr. Tuttle. While the movie offers a dark satire of a highly bureaucratic state, its observations are relevant today. The sheer amount of information that the police, like many other institutions and industries, must confront and assess is “overwhelming.” Errors and mistakes are inevitable.

The consequences of big data errors and distortions in policing can be severe. When marketers make decisions based on a faulty algorithm, the results may be embarrassing or annoying, but the stakes are comparatively low. The same cannot be said of policing. The wrong person may be eventually detained, perhaps at gunpoint. Or she may face unwarranted humiliation because of police attention that may be noticed by family, friends, or employers.

For instance, algorithms can rely upon data that is itself incomplete or erroneous. For example, on the evening of March 30, 2009, San Francisco Police officers conducted a “high risk” traffic stop of Denise Greene, a forty-seven-year-old African American woman with no criminal record. An automatic license plate reader mounted on a SFPD patrol car alerted officers that Greene’s car was stolen. The result, however, was a false hit; the camera misidentified Greene’s car because the scan was blurry. The police discovered their mistake, but not until after Greene was forced to kneel outside of her car at gunpoint, and to undergo a physical pat-down and a search of her car.
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The surveillance tax: Even short of an investigative detention or arrest, surveillance can be intrusive. Knowledge of surveillance alone can inhibit our ability to engage in free expression, movement, and unconventional behavior. Judges and lawmakers have also occasionally acknowledged the stigmatizing effect of investigation itself, even if the police take no physically intrusive actions. As a Congressional report noted in 1984, “[t]he stigma which results from involvement in any investigation is substantial.”111 In neighborhoods with a fraught relationship between the community and the police, a “preventive” visit may be misinterpreted as the targeted person’s conversion to an informant: a misinterpretation with potentially fatal consequences.112

Even in small doses, expansive uses of surveillance discretion can be worrisome. Expanded considerably, it is even more troubling, especially as big data tools have eroded the natural limits placed on surveillance discretion. Increased use of tools with a wider surveillance scope further increases the costs of “hassle”: increased police attention or intervention that later turns out to be unwarranted.113 These burdens of time, humiliation, and insecurity in law enforcement are inevitable,114 but increasing these surveillance burdens requires accountability tools to accompany them.

Eliminating good discretion: If technology could eliminate some bad uses of police discretion (such as racial bias), it has the potential to dampen the power of good police discretion as well. Good discretion means many things, including giving an otherwise technically eligible person a break on behavior which would otherwise warrant a summons, a citation, or an arrest. Good discretion also includes what police might know about a neighborhood and its community: local knowledge that might not be amenable to data capture. Personal relationships and neighborhood knowledge can help police distinguish real dangers from false ones. An initial determination about suspicion, once perceived in context, may lead to a conclusion that nothing is amiss at all. In other words, traditional surveillance discretion is an aspect of local, contextualized police knowledge.

III. ACCOUNTABILITY FOR EXPANDED SURVEILLANCE DISCRETION

When the police can watch many more people and activities with increasing sophistication and at lower cost, we need new transparency and accountability mechanisms. This section considers what issues will be raised by the development of new accountability mechanisms, as well as some suggestions for what form those mechanisms might take.

112 See, e.g., Gorner, supra note 74, at 2 (“All the attention made him nervous because his neighbors noticed, leading them, he feared, to wonder if he was a police snitch.”).
114 See Bambauer, supra note 12, at 17.
Traditionally surveillance discretion is a power enjoyed by the police with few legal constraints. When the police investigate a crime, they might decide to focus their attention on one particular person or group of people to confirm or dispel suspicions that arise after their preliminary investigation. The police may watch or follow the suspect on the street, talk to his associates, or comb through publicly available information.  

So long as the police confine the targets of their investigation to areas that are not private—even if their methods are secretive or covert—the police are not required to have any particular individualized suspicion about the suspect to focus their attention on him. How long the police watch a person, why the police decide to investigate one person rather than another, and why they decide to investigate a crime at all are matters for police discretion, largely because the Fourth Amendment does not usually apply to these activities.

That the Fourth Amendment does not regulate these early stages of investigation draws on well-established Supreme Court case law. Ever since the Supreme Court formulated the “reasonable expectation of privacy” test nearly fifty years ago in *Katz v. United States*, it is generally understood that the police are free to investigate public places, speak with people consensually, and access information that has already been given to third parties. None of these areas are searches for Fourth Amendment purposes. All of these areas are those in which people “knowingly expose” information to the public, and thus also to the police.

Fourth Amendment requirements apply, then, after the police have decided to use any information they have collected as a basis to interfere with a person’s legally recognized interests. If the police subject a person to a temporary investigative detention, they are required to have reasonable suspi-

---

115 See, e.g., United States v. Wallace, 811 F. Supp. 2d 1265, 1272 (S.D. W. Va. 2011) (“There is no constitutional prohibition against law enforcement watching, or following, particular individuals in high-crime areas.”).

116 See, e.g., State v. Talley, 307 S.W.3d 723, 730 (Tenn. 2010) (noting that “an investigation by governmental authorities which is not a search as defined by the Supreme Court may be conducted without probable cause, reasonable suspicion or a search warrant”) (quoting State v. Bell, 832 S.W.2d 583, 589–90 (Tenn. Crim. App. 1991)); cf. United States v. Steinhorn, 739 F. Supp. 268, 271–72 (D. Md. 1990) (“It is readily accepted that law enforcement officials may conceal their investigatory activities when collecting evidence against potential defendants without compromising any principles of fairness or propriety.”).

117 See, e.g., United States v. Taylor, 90 F.3d 903, 908 (4th Cir. 1996) (“[A] law enforcement officer’s observations from a public vantage point where he has a right to be and from which the activities or objects he observes are ‘clearly visible’ do not constitute a search within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment.” (quoting California v. Ciraolo, 476 U.S. 207, 213 (1986))).


121 *Katz*, 389 U.S. at 365.
cion before doing so. An arrest or full search requires probable cause, and in some cases, prior judicial approval in the form of a warrant. Before that point of intervention, however, the police can select a person or group of persons for particular attention without having to provide a justification for doing so. The police are “not restricted by being required to have a reasonable suspicion to observe or investigate persons in public and public data . . . to detect those [persons] who commit crime.” In other words, surveillance that does not intrude upon recognized Fourth Amendment interests requires no prior justification by the police. The who, how, and why of police decisions to single out persons for attention is a matter of police discretion.

And because the Fourth Amendment does not regulate surveillance discretion, courts have had little to say about it. In response to claims that police surveillance is overly intrusive or controlling, courts have been generally unsympathetic. Lawful surveillance in the form of officers “walking their ‘beat’ or riding in ‘prowl cars’” has been described as “proper police function,” even if the surveillance might influence the targeted person’s actions in public. As the Eighth Circuit observed in one case, “judicial review of investigative decisions, like oversight of prosecutions, tends ‘to chill law enforcement by subjecting the investigator’s motives and decisionmaking to outside inquiry.’” In rejecting claims regarding surveillance discretion, some courts have simply stated that “there is no constitutional right to be free of investigation.” The only caveat that courts raise is that surveillance discretion cannot be “exercised in a discriminatory fashion.”

---

122 See Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 10 (1968).
123 See, e.g., Safford Unified Sch. Dist. No. 1 v. Redding, 557 U.S. 364, 370 (2009) (noting the Fourth Amendment “generally requires a law enforcement officer to have probable cause for conducting a search”); Terry, 392 U.S. at 20 (noting that “police must, whenever practicable, obtain advance judicial approval of searches and seizures through the warrant procedure”).
127 Flowers v. Minneapolis, 558 F.3d 794, 798 (8th Cir. 2009) (quoting Wayne v. United States, 470 U.S. 598, 607 (1985)); see also Sckorhod, 550 S.W.2d at 798 (“Law enforcement’s decision about whom to investigate and how, like a prosecutor’s decision whether to prosecute, is ill-suited to judicial review.”).
128 See, e.g., United States v. Traynor, 898 F.2d 805, 808 (D.C. Cir. 1990); accord Rehberg, 611 F.3d at 850 (“The initiation of a criminal investigation in and of itself does not implicate a federal constitutional right.”); United States v. Crump, 934 F.2d 947, 957 (8th Cir. 1991); Sloan v. Dep’t of Hous. & Urban Dev., 231 F.3d 10, 18 (D.C. Cir. 2000); Freedman v. Am. Online, Inc., 412 F. Supp. 2d 174, 186 (D. Conn. 2005); cf. Aponte v. Calderon, 284 F.3d 184, 193 (1st Cir. 2002) (noting “it is clear that investigations conducted by administrative agencies, even when they may lead to criminal prosecutions, do not trigger due process rights.”).
The view that no individual has a right to be free of investigation has also been the premise of a related legal question: whether the police must have at least reasonable suspicion before beginning an undercover operation targeting a particular person. The answer from courts has been a resounding “no.” Consider the ABSCAM scandal of the 1970s, which began with an FBI undercover operation that focused first on the trafficking of stolen property but eventually turned to political corruption. Evidence from ABSCAM eventually led to the convictions of several government officials, including a U.S. Senator and six members of the House of Representatives. Once ABSCAM was brought to public attention, members of Congress considered whether individualized suspicion requirements should apply at this earlier investigative stage, but proposed legislation imposing a warrant requirement for undercover investigations never came to pass.

In some rare instances, police surveillance by itself can give rise to constitutional claims. “Otherwise lawful surveillance” by the police can be the basis of a civil rights claim if the surveillance interferes with other constitutional rights. For example, in October 2015, the Third Circuit reinstated a federal civil rights lawsuit alleging that the NYPD violated First Amendment and Equal Protection rights by engaging in a surveillance program of Newark’s Muslim community. The Supreme Court’s 1972 decision in *Laird v. Tatum*, however, makes it difficult for plaintiffs to win cases simply because they are concerned about the effects of lawfully collected surveillance. In *Laird*, the plaintiffs claimed that Army surveillance of civilian political activity infringed upon their First Amendment rights. The Supreme Court held, however, that the *Laird* plaintiffs lacked standing to bring their claims because they lacked any justiciable injury. Absent a “specific present objective harm due to the surveillance or threat of a specific future harm,” “the mere existence, without more, of a governmental investigative and data-gathering activity” could not form the basis of a federal claim.

---

130 See, e.g., United States v. Allibhai, 939 F.2d 244, 249 (5th Cir. 1991). In *Allibhai*, the Fifth Circuit joined those “circuits that have . . . uniformly dismissed the notion that the government must have a pre-existing basis for suspecting criminal activity before targeting an individual in an investigation.” The *Allibhai* court noted that “these decisions are premised upon the realization that ‘[a defendant] has no constitutional right to be free of investigation.’” *Id.* (quoting United States v. Jacobson, 916 F.2d 467, 469 (8th Cir. 1990)).


132 See *id.* at 44.

133 Bootz v. Childs, 627 F. Supp. 94, 103 (N.D. Ill. 1985) (citing *Laird v. Tatum*, 408 U.S. 1, 3 (1972)).


135 *Laird*, 408 U.S. at 3.

136 *Id.* at 2.
lawsuit. As a result of this standard, lawsuits complaining only about intrusive but otherwise lawful surveillance often fail.

Because so few cases state much about surveillance discretion other than to acknowledge the wide latitude given to police to exercise their powers, we might look to other analogous areas of the law where courts have considered challenges to the preliminary exercises of governmental power.

For instance, many defendants have challenged the discretion of police and prosecutors for singling them out for arrest or prosecution. Many cases have considered defendants’ claims that the police (or prosecutors) have unfairly or arbitrarily focused on them. But here too courts have yielded considerable discretion to law enforcement officials in deciding how, whether, and when to exercise their powers. Claims of discriminatory enforcement in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment are available in theory, but in practice most fail because of the difficulty of proving the necessary elements. Moreover, the Supreme Court’s decisions in Whren v. United States and Atwater v. City of Lago Vista foreclose the ability of defendants to complain of arbitrary or pretextual enforcement in Fourth Amendment claims.

What serves as a check on traditional surveillance discretion of the police, then, if not Fourth Amendment law? The answer lies in practical rather than legal restraints. First, surveillance has been naturally limited by the expense and limits of available technology. While the police have adopted many new technological advances over time, in the first 150 years of policing local police departments were simply not capable of constant and pervasive surveillance. Employing armies of officers to watch any particular person or persons all of the time is impracticable for ordinary police departments. And the use of high-tech surveillance methods until recently has

137 Id. at 10, 13–14.
139 Flowers v. City of Minneapolis, 558 F.3d 794, 798 (8th Cir. 2009) (“The State, of course, retains broad discretion to decide whom to prosecute for violating the criminal laws, and the State’s discretion as to whom to investigate is similarly broad.” (citing Wayte v. United States, 470 U.S. 598, 607 (1985))).
140 4 LAFAVE, ISRAEL, KING & KERR, CRIMINAL PROCEDURE § 13.4(a) (3d ed. 2014) (stating elements as “(1) that other violators similarly situated are generally not prosecuted; (2) that the selection of the claimant was ‘intentional or purposeful’; and (3) that the selection was pursuant to an ‘arbitrary classification.’”).
143 Pretextual policing refers to those enforcement actions justified by the police for one reason when they are actually motivated by another. Traffic law enforcement used to look for evidence of illegal drugs is one example. See, e.g., Whren v. United States, 517 U.S. 806, 810–13 (1996).
144 See United States v. Jones, 132 S. Ct. 945, 963 (2012) (Alito, J., concurring) (“In the pre-computer age, the greatest protections of privacy were neither constitutional nor statutory,
been limited; what means existed have been prohibitively expensive for most local police departments. Thus, “as a practical matter, investigatory agencies will rarely expend their limited manpower and resources on a mere whim . . . .”

Second, the mere visibility of most traditional police practices provides a check on police behavior because an objecting public can monitor and sometimes call for change. Most routine street policing is visible. Indeed, as recent national attention to several cases of people who have died in encounters with the police has shown, bystander videos have led to protests and calls for action with regard to excessive force.

Thus, the Fourth Amendment is unlikely to be a useful choice to curb surveillance discretion. To be sure, judges and law professors have raised concerns that the Supreme Court’s Fourth Amendment cases decided in the 1980s give insufficient protections to those whose movements and actions in public have been monitored by the police, particularly since that information in the aggregate can provide highly revealing information about one’s religious beliefs, health conditions, political affiliations, and vices. Thus, some have argued that police collection of large amounts of a person’s “public” data should constitute a Fourth Amendment search even if the collection of each data point in isolation would not likely be considered a search. This “mosaic theory” of the Fourth Amendment may be helpful to defendants when the police single them out for particularized data collection. As to whether big data analysis might provide a basis for individualized suspicion,
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some commentators have already raised doubts as to whether the Fourth Amendment alone should regulate these determinations.150

But the Fourth Amendment’s focus on individualized suspicion and its conceptualization of rights that better describe a physical rather than a digital world is likely a poor fit for expanded surveillance discretion. Certainly those at the receiving end of the increased scrutiny made possible by big data may complain that the police have insufficient justification. Yet when the police are sifting through the data of hundreds, thousands, or millions of people at the same time, we cannot expect the police to provide individualized suspicion before looking at a lone online post.

If big data is changing the structure of police discretion, then commensurate tools of accountability should focus on reining in these practices as a whole. Because all big data tools pose similar concerns, accountability measures should focus on policy outcomes rather than technology specific measures.151

B. The Secrecy Problem

Secrecy often accompanies the new surveillance discretion. Some of this secrecy can be attributed to the private companies providing the police with the software or data they use. Moreover, the police themselves tend to be secretive and insular in ways that inhibit external oversight. For these reasons, we often know little about the adoption or development of surveillance discretion.

First, big data tools are often private market products; police departments are just another group of customers. In a number of recent instances, private companies providing surveillance technology have required agreements from police departments that prevent disclosure of information about the technology itself.

For example, civil liberties organizations and journalists have discovered the police use of cell site simulators, a surveillance technology that tricks nearby cell phones into providing data by behaving as a fake mobile cell tower.152 Detailed information about the use of these devices, sometimes referred to as “stingrays” or IMSI catchers, is difficult to find, however, because the dominant manufacturer of these devices, the Harris Corporation, has required participating law enforcement agencies to sign nondisclosure

150 See, e.g., Rich, supra note 7 (manuscript at 7) (arguing that “[Automated Suspicion Algorithm] accuracy cannot be regulated through the courts alone”).

151 See BIG DATA AND PRIVACY, supra note 30, at xiii (“To avoid falling behind the technology, it is essential that policy concerning privacy protection should address the purpose (the ‘what’) rather than prescribing the mechanism (the ‘how’).”).

152 As of April 2015, the American Civil Liberties Union has identified several federal agencies and fifty-seven agencies in twenty-two states and the District of Columbia that own or use stingrays. See ACLU, STINGRAY TRACKING DEVICES: WHO’S GOT THEM?, https://www.aclu.org/map/stingray-tracking-devices-whos-got-them [http://perma.cc/SZT9-WNDP].
agreements. Nondisclosure agreements bar police departments adopting the technology from disclosing “any information” relating to the surveillance equipment to any third parties, private and public. Some prosecutors have even chosen to withdraw evidence in cases rather than be forced to disclose details about any possible use of this cellphone surveillance technology. After several investigative reports on stingray use, the Department of Justice announced in September 2015 new rules that would apply to the use of cellphone surveillance technology by the Department of Justice, including a warrant requirement.

Similarly, Vigilant, one of the country’s largest ALPR companies, includes in its terms and conditions a requirement of its licensees (i.e., police departments) that they “agree not to voluntarily provide ANY information, including interviews, related to [Vigilant] products or its services to any member of the media without express written consent of [Vigilant].” Little prevents other companies from imposing similar requirements as a condition of sale or use by police departments.


154 The New York Civil Liberties Union in April 2015 published a nondisclosure agreement the FBI imposed upon the Erie County, New York, Sheriff’s Office. The agreement includes a directive that the Sheriff’s Office will “not distribute, disseminate, or otherwise disclose any information [regarding the stingray] to the public, including to any non-law enforcement individuals or agencies.” Letter from Christopher M. Piehota, Special Agent in Charge, Buffalo Division, Fed. Bureau of Investigation, to Scott R. Patronik, Chief, Erie Cty. Sheriff’s Office (June 29, 2012), http://www.nyclu.org/files/20120629-renondisclosure-obligations(Harris-ECSO).pdf [http://perma.cc/248A-2N88].


Even without explicit nondisclosure agreements, big data tools can remain secret because they contain proprietary information that companies may be unwilling to release. Nor are private companies producing these tools subject to public records laws that would require them to divulge relevant and useful information.

Second, police departments have varied widely in their willingness to provide public access to their big data tools. The variation in ALPR policies is illustrative. As we saw with the police department of Oakland, California, the police agreed to provide journalists with their ALPR data. Other police departments, however, have resisted public records requests for ALPR data on the ground that all collected scans may be useful for investigations.159

C. Big Data Accountability

Transparency and accountability measures should be a first step to address some of the concerns raised by expanded surveillance discretion. This includes not only independent oversight measures familiar in traditional policing but also forms of “algorithmic accountability.”160 What should such accountability measures address?

Does it exist? Sometimes the most important question is whether the police have adopted a new surveillance technology at all. Local governments could require police departments to seek approval before the purchase of new technologies that expand surveillance capabilities. For instance, a surveillance notification ordinance passed in Seattle, Washington,161 requires city council approval before any city department acquires “surveillance equipment.”162 The ordinance requires not only notification about a planned purchase of any surveillance equipment, but also a “mitigation plan describing how the department’s use of the equipment will be regulated to protect privacy, anonymity, and limit the risk of potential abuse.”163 Public approval for new surveillance technology purchases could also include approval for

159 The California Supreme Court in July 2015 granted review of a lawsuit filed by the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) and the ACLU of Southern California in which they were denied public records requests for license plate reader data from the Los Angeles Police and Sheriff’s Departments. See Jennifer Lynch, EFF and ACLU Win Review of Automated License Plate Reader, ELEC. FRONTIER FOUND. (July 29, 2015), https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2015/07/eff-and-aclu-win-review-automated-license-plate-reader-case [http://perma.cc/4K5R-E8XF].


163 Id.
third parties with whom police departments might contract for such services.\textsuperscript{164}

Without such required disclosures, local governmental bodies may find out about technologies that significantly expand surveillance discretion only by accident or happenstance. In 2014, the city council of Bellingham, Washington, held a formal public hearing expressing alarm after news that its police department planned to purchase Intrado’s \textit{Beware} social media analysis software with a federal grant.\textsuperscript{165} The Council urged its police department not to purchase \textit{Beware}.\textsuperscript{166} The police department withdrew its grant request after the city council voted to ask the department to do so.\textsuperscript{167}

\textbf{How is it being used?} Securing public approval is only a first step. Local governments can take additional measures to ensure continuing public oversight of big data technologies that expand surveillance discretion. For example, local governments can require police departments to adopt “surveillance use policies” that specify how and when surveillance technologies might be used.\textsuperscript{168}

Logging requirements can enable accountability by ensuring third parties can access and review how big data policing tools work. Local governments can provide independent third parties with responsibilities and powers to review how such programs work.\textsuperscript{169} Auditors should be given access to both the technology and the data produced by it (e.g., access controls and audit logs).\textsuperscript{170}

\textbf{How accurate is it?} With that knowledge, we can assess the nature of the raw information used by these computer algorithms. As we have seen, some kinds of information reflect highly discretionary decisions. Arrests are often the outcome of decision-making about enforcement priorities, law enforcement resources, and other contingencies. That a person is a known gang member is a contestable designation. Yet these factors may be used to justify further law enforcement attention, if not eventual detention or arrest.


\textsuperscript{166} See id. Notably, however, the Council lacked the authority to block the grant or to direct its expenditure toward a different use.


\textsuperscript{167} See id. at 19; Bambauer, \textsuperscript{supra} note 12 (manuscript at 43) (“All uses of pattern-driven algorithms should be subjected to logging so that auditors and criminal defendants can review how the government has used its data mining programs.”).

\textsuperscript{170} ACLU, \textit{supra} note 168 at 20.
How effective is it? When we know whether and how the police have adopted a big data tool to expand their surveillance discretion, we can assess whether such technologies are worth their financial, institutional, and social costs. For example, ALPR surveillance is touted as a quick, efficient, and cost-effective policing technology, but we often know little about how well the technology reduces crime. The available evidence suggests that comparatively few crimes are identified through mass plate collection. In Oakland, California, journalists reported that the “hit” rate of its ALPR use—when compared to the number of license plate scans captured—was a mere 0.16%.

IV. Conclusion

The police have always possessed surveillance discretion. Big data promises to expand and accelerate their ability to discover crime and identify suspects. One day the ability to sort, score, and predict social activity will be an ordinary aspect of policing, in the same way we now experience entertainment, dating, and shopping.

Yet the use of big data in policing will be different because of its consequences. To be sure, big data policing may remedy some entrenched policing inequities. And it may heighten expectations about accountability. But enhancing the scope and power of the police to designate people as suspects will also further complicate longstanding concerns about discretion. Secrecy about these processes, moreover, can further alienate the public from the police. Because policing is a democratic institution and not just a technological enterprise, those concerns should trouble us.

---